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Editorial

Competing Outcomes

Clinical practice guidelines must be outcome driven. Indeed, the validity of a guideline
rests on showing that following recommendations will lead to projected health and
cost outcomes.1 The primary outcomes proposed for guideline use include survival, 
toxicity, heath-related quality of life (QOL), and cost effectiveness.2 Patient prefer-
ences have also been recognized as factor that must be considered in making guideline
recommendations.3

This prescription seems fairly straightforward, and in many instances, 
determining which outcomes to apply is as well. Recommendations for adjuvant regimens
typically use overall or disease-free survival, acceptable toxicity profiles, and costs
falling into the accepted range as a constellation of outcomes  used to judge whether a
regimen should be included. 

For many guideline users, treatment effectiveness––its impact on a major clinical
outcome such as survival––is assumed to trump all other outcomes. In guidelines
development, however, this is only true if that treatment’s impact on other outcomes
is believed to be minimal or inconsequential. In situations in which evaluating multi-
ple outcomes points to opposing views of patient benefit, creating and following guide-
line recommendations can be problematic. From a purely clinical perspective, balancing
effectiveness with toxicity can present difficult value judgments. For example, should
adjuvant chemotherapy be recommended to elderly node-negative breast cancer pa-
tients; should allogeneic bone marrow procedures be recommended as first-line treat-
ment in several diseases? 

The NCCN Myeloid Growth Factor Guidelines present a vivid example of the dif-
ficulties of attempting to assess “competing” outcomes. The first question that arises for
this supportive care algorithm is what is the appropriate effectiveness outcome for the colony
stimulating factors? Experts generally agree that effectiveness must be measured in terms
of patient rather than physiologic outcomes; therefore, restoring a normal white count is
not an appropriate outcome. But the question still remains: which clinical measure? Must
use of these agents improve overall survival, or are secondary clinical outcomes such as
decreased incidents of febrile neutropenia or hospitalizations appropriate? (Although
secondary from an effectiveness perspective,4 these may directly contribute to and cost
outcomes QOL). Secondly, how is cost as an outcome factored into the balance?5 What
cost level is acceptable? Must the agent save health care dollars to be justified?

The first step in answering these questions must be collecting outcomes data, which
must be analyzed to gain an accurate picture of the outcomes of using these agents, and
the impact of these outcomes on patient care. Lyman’s article in this issue supplies essential
data for understanding the NCCN myeloid growth factor guidelines recommendations.
Notably, the review evaluates the economic and QOL outcomes as well as primary and
secondary clinical outcomes. This article should be a valuable aid to guidelines users in
understanding how usage recommendations were made. 
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